
I sought a picture of the universe with all the stars and galaxies. On the Internet I found wider 
and wider scopes. Some composite photos depict a hundred billion or more galaxies!


I became aware that no matter how large the scope of vision, it is always circumscribed by the 
human eye and brain. I the knower view actuality through a lens, a finite circumscription to 
what I/we can comprehend. It is a strange kind of reality that the knowing eye-brain is smaller 
than what it can encompass.


Then I realized God is not in the picture, nowhere in all that vast universe. Nor is he in my brain. 
God is not an idea within the limits of what I can comprehend. Nor is he spirit in a spirit | 
physical dualism. He simply is not here. 


Rather, I found that God is spirit. But he existed before me and the universe, and is distinct* 
from us. He created / made the universe and you and me, and as a father, God hovers lovingly 
caring for all I can comprehend and everything else.

                                                                               

He leaves us enough traces so that we cannot deny that he exists, despite the distinction, and 
has been doing this since the world began. God came in human form (Jesus) so that we can 
know him. We only know all of this because of the record he has given us, the Bible. 


In Scripture we discover that Jesus desires to become actually personal to us. He sometimes 
overtly pursues us, but never forces anyone to accept any of this. We also learn that some day 
God will change the universe so that he can come to live among us.


* distinct: different from, not the same as; distinct does not mean separate but not the same as


